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(54) High capacity passenger train set

(57) The invention relates to a passenger train set
comprising a first wagon (103), a second wagon (105)
and a third wagon (104), the third wagon (104) being
arranged adjacent to and in between the first wagon (103)
and the second wagon (105). At least one of the first,
second and third wagon (103, 104, 105) is a transport

module including passenger transport seating. In a lon-
gitudinal direction of the train set, the first wagon (103)
has a first length, the second wagon (105) has a second
length and the third wagon (104) has a third length, the
first length and/or the second length being 105% to 165%
of the third length, in particular 120% to 165% of the third
length, preferably 130% to 160% of the third length.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to a passenger train set
comprising a first wagon, a second wagon and a third
wagon, the third wagon being arranged adjacent to and
in between the first wagon and the second wagon. In a
longitudinal direction of the train set, the first wagon has
a first length, the second wagon has a second length and
the third wagon has a third length, at least one of the first,
second and third wagon being a transport module includ-
ing passenger transport seating.
[0002] In public transportation, in particular in commut-
er traffic, it is typically necessary to provide a maximum
transport capacity in combination with an optimized use
of the available traction power in order to achieve a de-
sired maximum passenger throughput in the respective
railway network. Especially for commuter traffic, typically,
train sets comprising double deck units or modules are
used in order to increase the transport capacity of the
train set. Typically, there is a tendency in the prior art to
use relatively long double deck modules in order to max-
imize the transport capacity of the respective train set.
[0003] Mainly depending on the support concept used
for the respective wagon body (i.e. individual support of
each wagon body on its own running gears or shared
support of adjacent wagon bodies on a shared running
gear), several different train set concepts are known in
the art. For example, EP 1 024 070 A1 and EP 0 616 935
A1, among others, show a first basic train concept with
individually supported, comparatively long wagons of
substantially identical length.
[0004] Contrary to that, EP 0 616 936 A1, EP 0 631
917 A1 and EP 0 616 935 A1, among others, show a
second basic trains concept with relatively long double
deck modules without wheels suspended at each of their
ends on a short intermediate support module itself being
supported on a running gear and having a length of about
50% of the length of the long double deck modules.
[0005] This second basic train concept has the disad-
vantage that the intermediate support modules are com-
paratively short such that they show a rather limited range
in terms of the functionality of their internal layout. More
precisely, once a decision is made, for example, that this
module is an entry module equipped with passenger
doors, the functionality of the entire module is more or
less frozen. This is due to the fact that, apart from the
passenger doors with the associated passenger entry
area, virtually no further space is available in these short
modules which could provide flexibility in terms of the
arrangement of any further functional equipment (e.g.
passenger seating, service modules such as toilets etc,
compartments for vehicle equipment such as energy sup-
ply equipment, traction equipment, auxiliary equipment
etc) to be implemented in a train.
[0006] Both of the above basic concepts have the fur-
ther disadvantage that, on the one hand, they provide

relatively poor flexibility of the train sets to be formed as
far as the total length of the train set is concerned. This
is disadvantageous with respect to an optimized adap-
tation of the total length of the respective train set to the
length of passenger platforms available at stations to be
serviced by the train set. Furthermore, in both of these
known concepts, due to the rather rigid scaling of the
total train set length, there is comparatively little room for
an optimization of the axle load of the respective running
gear to provide optimum traction at the motorized running
gears.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] It is thus an object of the invention to, at least
to some extent, overcome the above disadvantages and
to provide a train set that is more flexible with respect to
the location of the functional equipment of the train set,
to the scaling of the total length of the train set as well
as to the optimization of the axle loads while at the same
time providing a high transport capacity of the train set.
[0008] This and other objects are achieved according
to the present invention which is based on the technical
teaching that an improved flexibility with respect to the
location of the functional equipment of the train set, to
the scaling of the total length of the train set as well as
to the optimization of the axle loads is possible if the first
length of the first module and/or of the second length of
the second module lies within the range from 105% to
165% of the third length of the third module (preferably
120% to 165%, more preferably 130% to 160%).
[0009] Compared to the second train concept with its
shorter intermediate modules, this design allows a higher
flexibility with respect to the location of the functional
equipment of the train set since the longer intermediate
third wagon (or module) provides more space to locate
and arrange functional equipment. Furthermore, also
compared to the second train concept, the longer inter-
mediate modules allow better length scaling of the train
set while still providing first and second wagons (or mod-
ules) with high transport capacity and easier optimization
of axle loads.
[0010] Compared to the first train concept with its iden-
tical module lengths, this design clearly allows better
length scaling of the train set while still providing first and
second wagons (or modules) with high transport capacity
and easier optimization of axle loads.
[0011] Thus, according to one aspect, the invention
relates to a passenger train set comprising a first wagon,
a second wagon and a third wagon, the third wagon being
arranged adjacent to and in between the first wagon and
the second wagon, at least one of the first, second and
third wagon being a transport module including passen-
ger transport seating. In a longitudinal direction of the
train set, the first wagon has a first length, the second
wagon has a second length and the third wagon has a
third length, wherein the first length and/or the second
length is 105% to 165% of said third length, in particular
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120% to 165% of said third length, preferably 130% to
160% of said third length.
[0012] Thanks to its high flexibility with respect to the
location of the functional equipment of the train set, the
third wagon may receive arbitrary combinations of differ-
ent types of functional equipment. For example, access
sections (with passenger doors and associated access
areas) may be combined with service modules (e.g. toi-
lets, storage compartments etc) as well as compartments
for vehicle equipment (e.g. energy supply equipment,
traction equipment, auxiliary equipment etc). With pre-
ferred variants of the invention, the third wagon is a trans-
port module including passenger transport seating since
this configuration provides a very high transport capacity
of the train set. In addition as an alternative, each one of
the first and second wagon is a transport module includ-
ing passenger transport seating in order to further en-
hance the transport capacity of the train set.
[0013] The present invention may be implemented for
any type of wagon. For example, any one of the first,
second and third wagon may be a single deck module.
However, in order to achieve an optimization of the trans-
port capacity, with preferred embodiments of the present
invention, at least one of the first wagon and the second
wagon is a double deck module. Transport capacity may
even be pushed further if at least one of the first wagon
and the second wagon is a double deck module without
passenger platform access doors.
[0014] In addition or as an alternative, at least one of
the first wagon and the second wagon is a module sub-
stantially free from heavy main components of an elec-
trical energy supply equipment of the train set, in partic-
ular free from a current collector device, a main trans-
former, a main battery device, a main line converter and
a traction converter. Such a configuration of these long
modules is particularly beneficial in terms of optimization
of, both, the axle loads and the transport capacity.
[0015] It will be appreciated that, the third wagon as
well may be a double deck module. However, with pre-
ferred embodiments of the present invention, the third
wagon is a single deck module, since such a single deck
module provides enhanced flexibility with respect to the
arrangement of the functional equipment mentioned
above. Particularly advantageous configurations are
achieved if the third wagon is a module with at least one
passenger platform access door, since, in this case, the
adjacent first and second wagon may be designed with-
out such passenger platform access doors leading to an
enhanced transport capacity of these modules. Further-
more, for similar reasons, the third wagon may carry at
least one service compartment, in particular a toilet com-
partment, to keep the first and second wagon free of such
service compartments.
[0016] In addition or as an alternative, the third wagon,
in particular in at least one roof compartment, may carry
at least a part of an electrical energy supply equipment
of the train set, in particular a current collector device
and/or a current converter device. Such a configuration

provides not only optimized use of the space available
within the wagon. It is also beneficial with respect to an
optimized axle load distribution.
[0017] The first, second and third wagon may be sup-
ported in any suitable manner, either directly or indirectly,
on one or more running gears. For example, each wagon
may be supported directly on at least one associated
running gear. However, preferably, adjacent wagons
share a common running gear in order to save space and
achieve optimized axle loads. Thus, with advantageous
embodiments of the present invention, the first wagon
and the third wagon are supported on a common first
running gear and/or the second wagon and the third wag-
on are supported on a common second running gear.
The respective running gear may be of any suitable type.
Preferably, the respective running gear is a two-axle bo-
gie to achieve good load-bearing capacity.
[0018] Furthermore, preferably in the respective run-
ning gear is a bogie of the Jacobs type, since this type
is particularly beneficial in terms of achieving optimized
axle load in combination with the wagons of different
length and internal equipment. This is due to the fact that
the central introduction of the load resulting from both
wagons into such a Jacobs bogie provides a beneficial
equalization of the axle loads irrespective of the individual
load introduced by the respective wagon.
[0019] It will be appreciated that the first and second
wagon may have the same length, resulting in a partic-
ularly simple wagon set (comprising a plurality of wagon
types of different wagon body length) with a low number
of different wagon body types. However, preferably, the
first and second wagons have a different length, since
this is beneficial in terms of the flexibility of the scaling
of the length of the train set to be formed. Hence, with
preferred embodiments of the invention, the second
length is 75% to 100% of the first length, in particular
80% to 95% of the first length, preferably 85% to 90% of
the first length.
[0020] It will be further appreciated that the length of
the respective wagon may be chosen as a function of the
transport capacity as well as the axle load to be achieved
at the respective running gear. With preferred embodi-
ments of the passenger train set according to the inven-
tion at least one of the first length and the second length
ranges from 12500 mm to 14500 mm, preferably from
13000 mm to 14000 mm, more preferably from 13250
mm to 13750 mm. In addition or as an alternative, at least
the other one of the first length and the second length
ranges from 14500 mm to 16500 mm, preferably from
15000 mm to 16000 mm, more preferably from 15250
mm to 15750 mm. Furthermore, in addition or as an al-
ternative, the third length ranges from 9000 mm to 11000
mm, preferably from 9500 mm to 10500 mm, more pref-
erably from 9750 mm to 10250 mm. With these specific
values for the respective length particularly advanta-
geous transport capacities (of the respective train set)
as well as axle loads (on the respective running gear)
may be achieved.
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[0021] In principle, one of the first and second wagon
is may form an end wagon of the train set. However,
preferably, the first, second and third wagon to form so-
called middle wagons of the train set and at least one
further (fourth) wagon is provided forming a so-called end
wagon of the train set. The end wagon may have any
suitable design.
[0022] Preferably, the fourth wagon is located adjacent
to one of the first wagon and the second wagon and has
a fourth length in the longitudinal direction of the train
set. The fourth length may have any suitable amount.
Preferably, the fourth length is 125% to 170% of the third
length, in particular 125% to 155% of the third length,
more preferably 135% to 145% of the third length.
[0023] The fourth wagon may be formed by any type
of vehicle module. For example, it may be a double deck
module. However, with preferred variants of the present
invention, the fourth wagon is a single deck module. This
is particularly beneficial in terms of locating the functional
equipment of the train set since such a single deck mod-
ule may receive a considerable amount of the vehicle’s
functional equipment.
[0024] It will be appreciated that any desired compo-
nent of the functional equipment of the vehicle may be
located in the fourth wagon. With preferred embodiments
of the invention, the fourth wagon, in particular in at least
one roof compartment, carries at least a part of an elec-
trical energy supply equipment of the train set, in partic-
ular heavy components of such as a main transformer
and/or a current converter device and/or a battery device
of the electrical energy supply equipment. Preferably, the
main transformer and/or the current converter device
and/or the battery device are located in the region of an
end running gear, in particular a traction running gear, of
the fourth wagon. This is particularly beneficial since the
arrangement of these heavy components in the region
of this end running gear results in an optimized axle load
on this running gear (which would otherwise be the least
loaded running gear). This is not only beneficial with re-
spect to the running stability but also with respect to the
crosswind stability of the vehicle.
[0025] It will be further appreciated that the length of
the fourth wagon may be chosen as a function of the
transport capacity as well as the axle load to be achieved
at its running gears. With preferred embodiments of the
passenger train set according to the invention the fourth
length ranges from 13250 mm to 15250 mm, preferably
from 13750 mm to 14750 mm, more preferably from
14000 mm to 14500 mm.
[0026] With further preferred variants of the passenger
train set according to the invention a fifth wagon is pro-
vided, the fifth wagon being an end wagon of the train
set and having a fifth length in the longitudinal direction
of the train set. Preferably, the fifth length ranges from
125% to 200% of the third length, in particular 125% to
175% of the third length, more preferably 135% to 145%
of the third length.
[0027] Here as well, the length of the fifth wagon may

be chosen as a function of the transport capacity as well
as the axle load to be achieved at its respective running
gear. With preferred embodiments of the passenger train
set according to the invention the fifth length ranges from
13250 mm to 15250 mm, preferably from 13750 mm to
14750 mm, more preferably from 14000 mm to 14500
mm. With other variants of the invention the fifth length
ranges from 16500 mm to 18500 mm, preferably from
17000 mm to 18000 mm, more preferably from 17250
mm to 17750 mm. With still other variants of the invention
the fifth length ranges from 18250 mm to 20000 mm,
preferably from 18750 mm to 19750 mm, more preferably
from 19000 mm to 19500 mm.;
[0028] The fifth wagon may as well be formed by any
type of vehicle module. For example, it may be a single
deck module providing the beneficial effect in terms of
locating the functional equipment of the train set in such
a single deck module as it has been outlined above.
[0029] However, with preferred variants of the present
invention, the fifth wagon again is a double deck module.
This is particularly beneficial since it allows further in-
creasing the transport capacity of the train set. This holds,
in particular, if the other end wagon of the train set is a
single deck fourth wagon as it has been outlined above.
[0030] Similar to the arrangement of functional equip-
ment components within the fourth wagon (as outlined
above), also the fifth wagon, in particular in at least one
roof compartment, preferably carries at least a part of an
electrical energy supply equipment of the train set, in
particular a current converter device of the electrical en-
ergy supply equipment. Here again, the current converter
device, is preferably located in the region of an end run-
ning gear, in particular a traction running gear, of the fifth
wagon.
[0031] It will be appreciated that the passenger train
set according to the invention may comprise an arbitrary
number of further wagons depending on the total length
of the train said to be achieved. Preferably, either a further
first wagon is provided, the fifth wagon being located ad-
jacent to the further first wagon, or a further third wagon
is provided, the fifth wagon being located adjacent to the
further third wagon.
[0032] Furthermore, with preferred variants of the pas-
senger train set according to the invention, two end wag-
ons and a plurality of middle wagons are provided, the
plurality of middle wagons being arranged between the
two end wagons, wherein the plurality of middle wagons,
in particular, consists of four to eight middle wagons.
Such train sets represent a very flexible solution provid-
ing a high transport capacity particularly suitable for com-
muter services.
[0033] It will be appreciated that, preferably, the plu-
rality of middle wagons, in the longitudinal direction of
the train set, forms a continuously alternating sequence
of longer middle wagons and shorter middle wagons,
each shorter wagon being located adjacent to at least
one longer wagon, the longer wagon having a length in
the longitudinal direction of the train set that is greater
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than the length of the adjacent shorter wagon. By means
of this alternating sequence of shorter wagons (prefera-
bly representing functional modules of the train set) and
longer wagons (preferably representing transport mod-
ules with passenger seating) a train configuration is
achieved which is particularly well suited for high trans-
port capacities and high passenger flow rates as they are
required, for example, for commuter applications.
[0034] The present invention further relates to a set of
passenger train modules comprising a plurality of differ-
ent wagons, the said plurality of different wagons com-
prising the first wagon, the second wagon and the third
wagon of the passenger train set according to the inven-
tion as it has been outlined above. Of course, this set of
passenger train modules also may comprise the fourth
wagon and/or the fifth wagon as it has been described
above.
[0035] Further embodiments of the invention will be-
come apparent from the dependent claims and the fol-
lowing description of preferred embodiments which re-
fers to the appended figures. All combinations of the fea-
tures disclosed, whether explicitly recited in the claims
or not, are within the scope of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036]

Figure 1A is a schematic representation of a
preferred embodiment of the train
set according to the invention;

Figure 1B is a schematic representation of a
further preferred embodiment of the
train set according to the invention;

Figures 2A, 2B are schematic representations of
further preferred embodiments of
the train set according to the inven-
tion;

Figures 3A to 3F are schematic representations of
further preferred embodiments of
the train set according to the inven-
tion;

Figures 4A to 4D are schematic representations of
further preferred embodiments of
the train set according to the inven-
tion;

Figures 5A to 5C are schematic representations of
further preferred embodiments of
the train set according to the inven-
tion;

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

First embodiment

[0037] In the following, a first preferred embodiment of
a passenger train set 101 according to the invention will
be described with reference to Figure 1A. In order to sim-
plify the explanations given below, an xyz-coordinate
system has been introduced into the Figures, wherein
(on a straight, level track) the x-axis designates the lon-
gitudinal direction of the vehicle 101, the y-axis desig-
nates the transverse direction of the vehicle 101 and the
z-axis designates the height direction of the vehicle 101.
Furthermore, the total length of the respective wagon (in
meters) is given in the Figures as a number located cen-
trally above the respective wagon.
[0038] The train set 101 comprises a total six wagons,
namely (starting from a first end of the train set 101) a
first end wagon 102, four middle wagons 103 to 106 and
a further, second end wagon 107 (located at the second
end of the train set 101).
[0039] In the embodiment shown, each wagon is sup-
ported in the region of each of its ends on a running gear
108, 109. Only the end running gears 108 located at the
free end of each end wagon 102 are exclusively associ-
ated to the respective end wagon. All other middle run-
ning gears 109 are shared running gears, each being
located in the coupling area of two adjacent wagons and
supporting both these adjacent wagons. However, it will
be appreciated that any other type of support concept
may be used with other embodiments of the invention.
[0040] It will be further appreciated that any type of
suitable running gear (single or multi-axle) may be used
for either one of the end running gears 108 and the middle
running gears 109. In the example shown, running gears
in the form of end bogies 108 and middle bogies 109 are
used. The middle bogies 109 are designed as so called
Jacobs bogies, wherein the support loads of both wagons
are introduced centrally into the bogie frame leading to
equalized axle loads irrespective of the individual support
load of the respective wagon.
[0041] The middle wagons 103 to 106 are arranged in
a continuously alternating sequence of longer and short-
er intermediate wagons, each shorter intermediate mid-
dle wagon 104, 106 being located adjacent to at least
one longer middle wagon 103, 105, the longer middle
wagon 103, 105 having a length (i.e. a dimension in the
longitudinal direction of the train set 101) that is greater
than the length of the adjacent shorter wagon 104, 106.
[0042] More precisely, the middle wagons 103 to 106
comprise a (longer) first middle wagon 103, a (longer)
second middle wagon 105, a (shorter) intermediate third
middle wagon 104, and a further (shorter) intermediate
middle wagon 106. The third middle wagon 104 is ar-
ranged between the first middle wagon 103 and the sec-
ond middle wagon 105.
[0043] As can be seen from Figure 1A, the (longer)
first middle wagon 103 has a total first length L1 of 13,695
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mm (or 13.695 m as indicated in Figure 1A). In the em-
bodiment shown, the same applies to the (longer) second
middle wagon 105 having a total second length L2 of
13,695 mm (or 13.695 m as indicated in Figure 1A). The
(shorter) third middle wagon 106 has a total third length
L3 of 10,020 mm (or 10.020 m as indicated in Figure 1A).
Consequently, here, the first length L1 and the second
length L2 are 136.7% of the third length L3.
[0044] As will be explained in the following, these di-
mensional relations between the wagon lengths allow a
very favorable train configuration which is particularly
well suited for high transport capacities and high passen-
ger flow rates as they are required, for example, for com-
muter applications.
[0045] First of all, the first wagon 103 and the second
wagon 105 are designed as transport modules in the form
of double-deck modules without any platform access
doors and without any substantial components of the
main energy supply and traction equipment of the train
set 101. More specifically, only auxiliary equipment, such
as air conditioning modules 110, is arranged within the
(longer) first and second wagon 103, 105. Thus, the
space within these longer wagons may almost exclusive-
ly be used for passenger transport, in particular, the ar-
rangement of passenger seating, such that these mod-
ules 103, 105, in an advantageous manner, have a very
high transport capacity.
[0046] On the other hand, the third wagon 104 as well
as the further wagon 106 (both being shorter intermediate
modules in the sense of the present invention) both are
designed as functional intermediate modules in the form
of single deck modules. Compared to the conventional
designs mentioned initially (wherein the length of the
longer modules is about twice the length of the shorter
modules), these shorter modules 104, 106 are compar-
atively long which allows very favorable arrangement of
functional components within these shorter modules
104,106.
[0047] More precisely, each of the wagons 104, 106
comprises access sections with platform access doors
111, a service module in the form of a toilet module 112,
as well as a few rows of passenger seating (not shown
in detail in Figure 1A) located at both of its ends. Further-
more, in one or more roof compartments, each of the
wagons 104, 106 receives heavy components of the main
energy supply and traction equipment of the train set 101,
such as a pantograph 113, current converters 114, high
tension equipment 115, brake resistors 116, compressed
air production equipment 117, further air conditioning
equipment 118 etc.
[0048] Due the comparatively high length L3 of the
shorter modules 104, 106, two access sections with up
to four passenger platform access doors 111 (with com-
paratively large entry platform areas) may be arranged
in each of the wagons 104, 106 allowing very high pas-
senger flow rates. Furthermore, it is possible to arrange
the toilet module 112 (comprising up to two toilet com-
partments) at a favorable central location within the re-

spective wagon such that, on the one hand, it is easily
accessible from both adjacent wagons 103, 105 while
not hampering flow to and from the doors 111. On the
other hand, the central arrangement of the comparatively
heavy toilet module is beneficial as far as the well-bal-
anced load distribution within the respective wagon 104,
106 is concerned.
[0049] It will be appreciated that, with other embodi-
ments of the invention, the central part of these shorter
modules 104, 106, may, at least in part, also be used for
other purposes or functions, respectively. For example,
additional passenger seating may be located here as well
as storage compartments, bicycle racks, platforms for
disabled passengers (e.g. with wheelchair fixation devic-
es etc) or the like.
[0050] Furthermore, due to the comparatively high
length L3 of the shorter modules 104, 106, the roof com-
partment (receiving the components 113 to 118) provides
sufficient space allowing an arrangement of these com-
ponents 113 to 118 which is also favorable to a well-
balanced load distribution within the respective wagon
104, 106. It will however be appreciated that, depending
on the respective axle load to be achieved at the respec-
tive middle bogie 109, the relatively large roof compart-
ments allow a distribution of these components 113 to
118 which is well tuned to the desired axle loads. This is
particularly beneficial with respect to the axle loads at
the traction middle bogies 109.1 among the middle bo-
gies 109.
[0051] Finally, the additional rows of passenger seat-
ing within the respective shorter module 104, 106, in an
advantageous manner, further raise the total transport
capacity of the passenger train set 101.
[0052] The end wagon 102, in the sense of the present
invention, forms a fourth wagon of the train set 101. The
end wagon 102 is located adjacent to the first wagon 103
and has a fourth length L4 in the longitudinal direction of
the train set 101. As can be seen from Figure 1A, the
fourth length L4 is 14,300 mm (or 14.3 m as indicated in
Figure 1A), hence, 142.7% of the third length L3.
[0053] The fourth wagon 102 as well is designed as a
functional single deck module receiving considerable
parts of the functional equipment of the train set 101.
More precisely, the fourth wagon 102 comprises an ac-
cess section with platform access doors 111, a service
module in the form of a toilet module 112, a platform 119
for disabled passengers (e.g. with wheelchair fixation de-
vices etc) as well as a few rows of passenger seating
(not shown in detail in Figure 1A). Furthermore, among
others in one or more roof compartments, the fourth wag-
on 102 receives heavy components of the main energy
supply and traction equipment of the train set 101, such
as a main transformer 120, current converters 121, a
battery device 122, brake resistors 116, further air con-
ditioning equipment 118 etc. Here again, the space avail-
able in the roof compartments of this single deck module
allows proper balancing and tuning of the axle loads to
desired values.
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[0054] As can be seen from Figure 1A, the main trans-
former 120 and the battery device 122 are located in the
region of the end running gear 108, which is designed
as a traction running gear, of the fourth wagon 102. This
is particularly beneficial since the arrangement of these
heavy components in the region of this end running gear
108 results in an optimized axle load at this running gear
(which would otherwise be the least loaded running
gear). This is not only beneficial with respect to the run-
ning stability but also with respect to the crosswind sta-
bility of the vehicle. Furthermore, this design is of course
also beneficial with respect to the traction power that may
be transmitted at this running gear 108.
[0055] Finally, the end wagon 107, in the sense of the
present invention, forms a fifth wagon of the train set 101.
The end wagon 107 is located adjacent to the further
intermediate wagon 105 and has a fifth length L5 in the
longitudinal direction of the train set 101. As can be seen
from Figure 1A, the fifth length L5 is 19,215 mm (or 19.215
m as indicated in Figure 1A), hence, 191.8% of the third
length L3.
[0056] Since the other functional modules already re-
ceive a majority of the main vehicle equipment compo-
nents, the fifth wagon 107 is designed as a double deck
module with passenger seating. This is particularly ben-
eficial since, thus, the transport capacity of the train set
101 is further increased.
[0057] However, also the fifth wagon, among others in
at least one roof compartment, carries a part of an elec-
trical energy supply equipment of the train set 101, in
particular a current converter device 114, as well as air-
conditioning equipment 110, 118 and a battery device
122. Here again, these components 114, 110, 118, 122
are located in the region of the traction running gear 108
in order to achieve the beneficial effect on axle load out-
lined above in the context of the fourth wagon 102.
[0058] As had been outlined previously, beyond the
advantages mentioned above, the design of the individ-
ual wagons 102 to 107 allows optimized scaling of the
total length of the train set 101 to different transport ca-
pacities required as well as to different available passen-
ger platform lengths at stations to be serviced if further
wagons from a set of passenger modules according to
the invention are added as will be explained in the fol-
lowing with reference to the further embodiments.

Second embodiment

[0059] A further preferred embodiment of a six wagon
train set 201 according to the present invention will now
be described with reference to Figure 1 B. The train set
201, in its basic design and functionality, largely corre-
sponds to the train set 101 such that it will be mainly
referred to the differences only. Moreover, identical com-
ponents are given identical reference numerals while like
components are given the same reference numerals in-
creased by 100. Unless deviating explanations are given
in the following it is here explicitly referred to the expla-

nations given above with respect to the features and func-
tions of these components.
[0060] The only (major) difference with respect to the
train set 101 lies within the fact that a different first wagon
203 is chosen from the set of passenger modules and
replaces the first wagon 103 of Figure 1A. This first wagon
203 has a first length L1 of 15,445 mm (or 15.445 m as
indicated in Figure 1 B), such that, here, the first length
L1 is 154.1 % of the third length L3. By this means, a
slightly longer train set 201 may be achieved with slightly
higher transport capacity.

Third and fourth embodiment

[0061] Further preferred embodiments of seven wag-
on train sets 301 and 401 according to the present in-
vention will now be described with reference to Figures
2A and 2B. The train sets 301 and 401, in their basic
design and functionality, largely correspond to the train
sets 101 and 201 such that it will be mainly referred to
the differences only. Moreover, identical components are
given identical reference numerals while like compo-
nents are given the same reference numerals increased
by a multiple of 100. Unless deviating explanations are
given in the following it is here explicitly referred to the
explanations given above with respect to the features
and functions of these components.
[0062] A difference of the third embodiment (see Fig-
ure 2A) with respect to the train set 101 lies within the
fact that the first wagon 203 mentioned above is chosen
from the set of passenger modules and replaces the first
wagon 103 of Figure 1A. Furthermore, a different second
wagon 305 is chosen from the set of passenger modules
and replaces the second wagon 103 of Figure 1A. This
second wagon 305 has a second length L2 of 15,445 mm
(or 15.445 m as indicated in Figure 1 B), such that, here,
the second length L2 is 154.1% of the third length L3. By
this means, a slightly longer train set 301 may be
achieved with slightly higher transport capacity.
[0063] A further difference of the third embodiment with
respect to the train set 101 lies within the fact that the
intermediate wagon 306 carries less equipment in its roof
compartment, while the fifth wagon 307 is designed as
a single deck module receiving these components (re-
moved from the roof compartment of the intermediate
wagon 306) in its own roof compartment. The fifth wagon
307 has a fifth length L5 of 14,300 mm (or 14.3 m as
indicated in Figure 2A), such that, here, the fifth length
L5 is 142.7% of the third length L3. It will be appreciated
that the wagon body of the fifth wagon 307 may corre-
spond to the wagon body of the fourth wagon 102.
[0064] Finally, a further difference lies within the fact
that a further first wagon 103 as mentioned above is cho-
sen from the set of passenger modules and inserted (as
a seventh wagon) between the intermediate (sixth) wag-
on 306 and the fifth wagon 307.
[0065] The only difference between the train set 301
(see Figure 2A) and the train set 401 (see Figure 2B) lies
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within the fact that the first wagon 203 mentioned above
is chosen from the set of passenger modules and replac-
es the wagon 103 of Figure 2A as the seventh wagon 423.

Fifth to tenth embodiment

[0066] Further preferred embodiments of eight wagon
train sets 501 to 1001 according to the present invention
will now be described with reference to Figures 3A to 3F.
The train sets 501 to 1001, in their basic design and func-
tionality, largely correspond to the train sets 101 to 401
such that it will be mainly referred to the differences only.
Moreover, identical components are given identical ref-
erence numerals while like components are given the
same reference numerals increased by a multiple of 100.
Unless deviating explanations are given in the following
it is here explicitly referred to the explanations given
above with respect to the features and functions of these
components.
[0067] A difference of the fifth embodiment (see Figure
3A) with respect to the train set 101 lies within the fact
that the third wagon 504 and the sixth wagon 506 have
a slightly different equipment, while an additional eighth
wagon 524 is inserted between the seventh wagon 323
and the fifth wagon 507.
[0068] Furthermore, the fifth wagon 507 again is a dou-
ble deck module, apart from its length L5, corresponding
to the fifth wagon 107. This fifth wagon 305 has a fifth
length L5 of 17,415 mm (or 17.415 m as indicated in
Figure 3A), such that, here, the fifth length L5 is 173.8%
of the third length L3.
[0069] The difference between the train set 501 (see
Figure 3A) and the train set 601 (see Figure 3B) lies within
the fact that a third wagon 104 is used (instead of wagon
504), a sixth wagon 606 with slightly different equipment
is used, and intermediate wagon 106 is used as the eighth
wagon 624, and again a fifth wagon 107 is used.
[0070] The difference between the train set 601 (see
Figure 3B) and the train set 701 (see Figure 3C) lies
within the fact that a second wagon 305 is used (instead
of wagon 105).
[0071] The difference between the train set 701 (see
Figure 3C) and the train set 801 (see Figure 3D) lies
within the fact that a first wagon 203 is used (instead of
wagon 103), a second wagon 105 is used (instead of
wagon 305), a sixth wagon 806 having slightly different
equipment is used (instead of wagon 706), a further wag-
on 203 is used as the seventh wagon 823 (instead of
wagon 323), and a seventh wagon 824 with slightly dif-
ferent equipment is used (instead of wagon 624).
[0072] The difference between the train set 801 (see
Figure 3D) and the train set 901 (see Figure 3E) lies
within the fact that a first wagon 103 is used (instead of
wagon 203), a second wagon 305 is used (instead of
wagon 105), and a sixth wagon 906 having slightly dif-
ferent equipment is used (instead of wagon 806).
[0073] The difference between the train set 901 (see
Figure 3E) and the train set 1001 (see Figure 3F) lies

within the fact that a first wagon 203 is used (instead of
wagon 103), and a sixth wagon 306 is used (instead of
wagon 9 in 06).

Eleventh to fourteenth embodiment

[0074] Further preferred embodiments of nine wagon
train sets 1101 to 1401 according to the present invention
will now be described with reference to Figures 4A to 4D.
The train sets 1101 to 1201, in their basic design and
functionality, largely correspond to the train sets 101 to
1001 such that it will be mainly referred to the differences
only. Moreover, identical components are given identical
reference numerals while like components are given the
same reference numerals increased by a multiple of 100.
Unless deviating explanations are given in the following
it is here explicitly referred to the explanations given
above with respect to the features and functions of these
components.
[0075] The difference between the train set 1101 (see
Figure 4A) and the train set 1001 (see Figure 3F) lies
within the fact that a second wagon 105 is used (instead
of wagon 305), a sixth wagon 606 is used (instead of
wagon 306), an intermediate wagon 1124 with slightly
different equipment is used (instead of wagon 824), an
additional wagon 103 is used as the ninth wagon 1125,
and again a wagon 307 is used as the fifth wagon.
[0076] The difference between the train set 1201 (see
Figure 4B) and the train set 1101 (see Figure 4C) lies
within the fact that a wagon 203 is used as the ninth
wagon 1225 (instead of wagon in 1125).
[0077] The difference between the train set 1301 (see
Figure 4C) and the train set 1201 (see Figure 4B) lies
within the fact that a second wagon 305 is used (instead
of wagon 105), and a sixth wagon 706 is used (instead
of wagon 606).
[0078] The difference between the train set 1401 (see
Figure 4D) and the train set 1301 (see Figure 4C) lies
within the fact that again a wagon 1225 is used as the
ninth wagon (instead of wagon 1125).

Fifteenth to seventeenth embodiment

[0079] Further preferred embodiments of ten wagon
train sets 1501 to 1701 according to the present invention
will now be described with reference to Figures 5A to 5C.
The train sets 1501 to 1701, in their basic design and
functionality, largely correspond to the train sets 101 to
1401 such that it will be mainly referred to the differences
only. Moreover, identical components are given identical
reference numerals while like components are given the
same reference numerals increased by a multiple of 100.
Unless deviating explanations are given in the following
it is here explicitly referred to the explanations given
above with respect to the features and functions of these
components.
[0080] The difference between the train set 1501 (see
Figure 5A) and the train set 1401 (see Figure 4D) lies
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within the fact that a first wagon 103 is used (instead of
wagon 203), a third wagon 504 is used (instead of wagon
104), a second wagon 105 is used (instead of wagon
305), an intermediate wagon 1506 with slightly different
equipment is used as the sixth wagon (instead of wagon
706), a wagon 323 is used as the seventh wagon (instead
of wagon 823), a wagon 103 is used as the ninth wagon
1525 (instead of wagon 1225), and a fifth wagon 507 is
used (instead of wagon 307).
[0081] The difference between the train set 1601 (see
Figure 5B) and the train set 1501 (see Figure 5A) lies
within the fact that a first wagon 203 is used (instead of
wagon 103), a third wagon 104 is used (instead of wagon
504), a wagon 1606 with slightly different equipment is
used as the sixth wagon (instead of wagon 1506), a wag-
on 823 is used in the seventh wagon (instead of wagon
323), a wagon 1124 is used in the eighth wagon (instead
of wagon 1524), a wagon 1225 is used as the ninth wagon
(instead of wagon in 1125), an intermediate wagon 1626
with slightly different equipment is used as the tenth wag-
on (instead of wagon 1526), and a wagon 107 is used
as the fifth wagon.
[0082] Finally, the difference between the train set
1701 (see Figure 5C) and the train set 1601 (see Figure
5B) lies within the fact that a second wagon 305 is used
(instead of wagon 105).
[0083] It will be appreciated that the set of passenger
train modules according to the invention comprises three
different middle wagon types with three different wagon
bodies, in particular different wagon lengths (namely the
first and second wagon, and the third wagon) as well as
three different end wagon types with three different wag-
on bodies, in particular different wagon lengths (namely
the single deck fourth wagon and the two double deck
fifth wagons). Thus, the above embodiments (and, of
course, further embodiments beyond that) may be ob-
tained with as little as six different wagon bodies. Hence,
the set of passenger train modules according to the in-
vention provides a very high flexibility in the length and
transport capacity scaling.
[0084] It should be noted that the longitudinal distance
or gap between the individual wagons has not been
shown in Figures 1A to 5B in the value it has in reality
(since the location of inter-wagon shock absorbing de-
vices is also shown in the Figures). In reality, any inter-
face between two wagons typically is equipped with a
conventional passenger transit area or device, allowing
passenger transit between these wagons traversing the
(relatively) small gap between two wagons.
[0085] In the foregoing, the invention has been de-
scribed in the context of train sets used in commuter ap-
plications. However, it will be appreciated that the inven-
tion may be used in the context of any other type of use
of a train set for passenger transport.

Claims

1. A passenger train set comprising

- a first wagon (103), a second wagon (105) and
a third wagon (104),
- said third wagon (104) being arranged adjacent
to and in between said first wagon (103) and
said second wagon (105);
- at least one of said first, second and third wag-
on (103, 104, 105) being a transport module in-
cluding passenger transport seating;
- in a longitudinal direction of said train set, said
first wagon (103) having a first length, said sec-
ond wagon (105) having a second length and
said third wagon (104) having a third length,

characterized in that

- said first length and/or said second length is
105% to 165% of said third length, in particular
120% to 165% of said third length, preferably
130% to 160% of said third length.

2. The passenger train set according to claim 1, where-
in

- said third wagon (104) is a transport module
including passenger transport seating and/or
- each one of said first and second wagon (103,
105) is a transport module including passenger
transport seating.

3. The passenger train set according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein

- at least one of said first wagon (103) and said
second wagon (105) is a double deck module,
in particular a module without passenger plat-
form access doors;

and/or

- at least one of said first wagon (103) and said
second wagon (105) is a module substantially
free from main components of an electrical en-
ergy supply equipment of said train set, in par-
ticular free from a current collector device, a
main transformer, a main battery device, a main
line converter and a traction converter.

4. The passenger train set according to any one of the
preceding claims, wherein

- said third wagon (104) is a single deck module,
in particular a module with at least one passen-
ger platform access door (111).
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and/or

- said third wagon (104), in particular in at least
one roof compartment, carries at least a part of
an electrical energy supply equipment of said
train set, in particular a current collector device
(113) and/or a current converter device,

and/or

- said third wagon (104) carries at least a service
compartment, in particular a toilet compartment
(112).

5. The passenger train set according to any one of the
preceding claims, wherein

- said first wagon (103) and said third wagon
(104) are supported on a common first running
gear (109), in particular a first two-axle bogie,
preferably a bogie of the Jacobs type,

and/or

- said second wagon (105) and said third wagon
are supported on a common second running
gear (109), in particular a second two-axle bogie
preferably a bogie of the Jacobs type.

6. The passenger train set according to any one of the
preceding claims, wherein said second length is 75%
to 100% of said first length, in particular 80% to 95%
of said first length, preferably 85% to 90% of said
first length.

7. The passenger train set according to any one of the
preceding claims, wherein

- at least one of said first length and said second
length ranges from 12500 mm to 14500 mm,
preferably from 13000 mm to 14000 mm, more
preferably from 13250 mm to 13750 mm;

and/or

- at least the other one of said first length and
said second length ranges from 14500 mm to
16500 mm, preferably from 15000 mm to 16000
mm, more preferably from 15250 mm to 15750
mm;

and/or

- said third length ranges from 9000 mm to 11000
mm, preferably from 9500 mm to 10500 mm,
more preferably from 9750 mm to 10250 mm;

8. The passenger train set according to any one of the

preceding claims, wherein

- a fourth wagon (102) is provided;
- said fourth wagon (102) being an end wagon
of said train set located adjacent to one of said
first wagon (103) and said second wagon (105);
- said fourth wagon (102), in said longitudinal
direction of said train set, having a fourth length;
- said fourth length, in particular, being 125% to
170% of said third length, in particular 125% to
155% of said third length, preferably 135% to
145% of said third length;

and/or

- said fourth length, in particular, ranging from
13250 mm to 15250 mm, preferably from 13750
mm to 14750 mm, more preferably from 14000
mm to 14500 mm.

9. The passenger train set according to claim 8, where-
in

- said fourth wagon (102) is a single deck module
- said fourth wagon (102), in particular in at least
one roof compartment, carries at least a part of
an electrical energy supply equipment of said
train set, in particular a main transformer (120)
and/or a current converter device (121) and/or
a battery device (122) of said electrical energy
supply equipment,
- said main transformer (120) and/or said current
converter device (121) and/or said battery de-
vice (122), in particular, being located in the re-
gion of an end running gear (108), in particular
a traction running gear, of said fourth wagon
(102).

10. The passenger train set according to any one of the
preceding claims, wherein

- a fifth wagon (107) is provided;
- said fifth wagon (107) being an end wagon of
said train set;
- said fifth wagon (107), in said longitudinal di-
rection of said train set, having a fifth length, said
fifth length, in particular, being 125% to 200%
of said third length, in particular 125% to 175%
of said third length, preferably 135% to 145% of
said third length.

11. The passenger train set according to claim 10,
wherein

- said fifth wagon (107) is a double deck module

and/or
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- said fifth wagon (107), in particular in at least
one roof compartment, carries at least a part of
an electrical energy supply equipment of said
train set, in particular a current converter device
(114) of said electrical energy supply equip-
ment,
- said current converter device (114), in partic-
ular, being located in the region of an end run-
ning gear (108), in particular a traction running
gear, of said fifth wagon (107).

12. The passenger train set according to claim 10 or 11,
wherein

- a further first wagon (323) is provided, said fifth
wagon (307) being located adjacent to said fur-
ther first wagon (323);

or

- a further third wagon (106) is provided, said
fifth wagon (107) being located adjacent to said
further third wagon (106).

13. The passenger train set according to any one of
claims 10 to 12, wherein

- said fifth length ranges from 13250 mm to
15250 mm, preferably from 13750 mm to 14750
mm, more preferably from 14000 mm to 14500
mm;

or

- said fifth length ranges from 16500 mm to
18500 mm, preferably from 17000 mm to 18000
mm, more preferably from 17250 mm to 17750
mm;

or

- said fifth length ranges from 18250 mm to
20000 mm, preferably from 18750 mm to 19750
mm, more preferably from 19000 mm to 19500
mm.

14. The passenger train set according to any one of the
preceding claims, wherein

- two end wagons (102, 107) and a plurality of
middle wagons (103 to 106) are provided, said
plurality of middle wagons (103 to 106) being
arranged between said two end wagons (102,
107);
- said plurality of middle wagons (103 to 106),
in particular, consisting of four to eight middle
wagons (103 to 106);

and/or

- said plurality of middle wagons (103 to 106),
in said longitudinal direction of said train set,
forming a continuously alternating sequence of
longer middle wagons (103, 105) and shorter
middle wagons (104, 106), each shorter wagon
(104, 106) being located adjacent to at least one
longer wagon (103, 105), said longer wagon
(103, 105) having a length in said longitudinal
direction of said train set that is greater than the
length of said adjacent shorter wagon (104,
106).

15. A set of passenger train modules comprising

- a plurality of different wagons ;
- said plurality of different wagons (102 to 107)
comprising said first wagon (103), said second
wagon (105) and said third wagon (104) of said
passenger train set according to any one of the
preceding claims.
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